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Abstract

Scheduling many tasks in environments of millions of unreliable nodes is a challenging problem. To our knowledge, no work in
the literature has proposed a solution that also supports many policies with very different objectives. In this paper, we present
a decentralized scheduling model that overcomes these problems. A hierarchical network overlay supports a scalable resource
discovery and allocation scheme. It uses aggregated information to route tasks to the most suitable execution nodes, and is easily
extensible to provide very different scheduling policies. For this paper, we implemented a policy that just allocates tasks to idle
nodes, a policy that minimizes the global makespan and a policy that fulfills deadline requirements. With thorough simulation tests,
we conclude that our model allocates any number of tasks to several million nodes in just a few seconds, with very low overhead and
high resilience. Meanwhile, policies with different objectives implemented on our model perform almost as well as their centralized
counterpart.
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1. Introduction

Distributed computing platforms are widely spread, harness-
ing the power of many computers to solve problems with heavy
resource needs. The popularity of well-known centralized solu-
tions like Condor [1], BOINC [2] and Globus [3], the emergent
cloud computing technologies [4, 5, 6] and the increasing inter-
est on many-task computing research [7] illustrate the advan-
tages of these platforms over monolithic solutions. However,
they usually rely on knowing the state of every computational
resource. Too much information limits their scalability, as in
the case of Condor, and not enough detail limits their schedul-
ing capabilities, as in the case of BOINC. These problems can
be overcome with a decentralized solution that relies only on
local information. An effective design requires the following
properties:

• Scalability: It must deal with a huge number of nodes,
from hundreds to millions, without loss of performance
that would render it useless.

• Fault-tolerance: Failures must be expected with such
scales of operation, so the model must degrade its perfor-
mance and recover its normal operation after the failure of
a fraction of the nodes.

• Versatility: It must enable the implementation of many
scheduling policies for different situations. This covers
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application types (bag-of-tasks, workflows, etc.), require-
ments (memory, disk, deadline, etc. . . ) and platform con-
figurations (loosely- or tightly-coupled platforms).

Many works claim to implement these properties to some de-
gree [8, 9, 10, 11]. However, to our knowledge, no one provides
all of them simultaneously. Their tests comprise less than a few
thousand nodes, failure scenarios are scarcely found and they
only compare heuristics for the same policy.

Our contribution with this paper is a novel distributed
scheduling model that aims to deal with millions of nodes, tol-
erate high rates of failures and support policies with very dif-
ferent objectives. We achieve these goals with three main tools:
a generic data model to represent the availability of execution
nodes for different policies; an aggregation scheme that propa-
gates the availability information on a tree-based network over-
lay, and that can be tuned to find a tradeoff between its accuracy
and cost; and a forwarding algorithm that, using that informa-
tion, routes tasks towards the most suitable execution nodes,
performing stateless resource discovery and allocation simulta-
neously. This design it suitable for the most demanding applica-
tions, e.g. many-task computing applications with thousands of
tasks and several scheduling restrictions. To support our claims,
we drive simulation tests with up to a million nodes, varying
frequency of failures and three different policies.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives
a survey of the related work that motivates this paper. Then,
Section 3 briefly overviews our model. Section 4 describes in
detail the management and distribution of availability informa-
tion, and Section 5 explains how this information is used to
actually route tasks to execution nodes. Section 6 shows three
different policies of increasing complexity that have been im-
plemented with this model, and Section 7 analyzes the results
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obtained with them. Finally, we present our conclusions in Sec-
tion 8.

2. Related Work

The model presented in this paper provides a scalable
scheduling service to virtually any type of distributed com-
puting platform, from loosely coupled desktop grids to dense
clusters. Centralized solutions for these platforms have well-
known limitations. The best known desktop grid platform
is BOINC [2], with millions of volunteers in projects like
SETI@home [12]. However, it reaches these high scales by
having the global scheduler manage very little detail about
each execution node. On the contrary, Condor [1], the best
known scheduling platform for cluster and grid computing, pro-
vides a powerful scheduling engine at the expense of needing
ad-hoc solutions [13] to reach scales over a thousand nodes.
Falkon [14] aims for higher scales sacrificing some of the func-
tionality provided by Condor, like multiple queues and priori-
ties. However, its centralized dispatcher still scales to a max-
imum number of managed tasks and resources. In their tests,
they reach two million tasks on 54,000 nodes. Our model cir-
cumvents these limitations because it aggregates rich informa-
tion about execution nodes to avoid centralizing the scheduling
decisions. In Section 7, we show how it reaches higher scales
than Condor or Falkon, without an expected maximum, while
being able to implement a wider range of scheduling policies
than BOINC.

Other platforms with application-specific policies rely on
centralized resource management. Nimrod [15, 16, 17, 18]
performs parameter exploration experiments acting as a re-
source broker: it first gathers the available resources that fit
the experiment requirements and then schedules the tasks on
them. MapReduce [19] and Hadoop [20] process large-scale
data sets, centralizing data and job scheduling on dedicated
nodes. Policies based on economic models [21] set prices
and offers independently from each other, but inflation adjust-
ment and price gathering problems have been solved in practice
with centralized market managers [22, 23] or non-scalable algo-
rithms [24, 25]. All of them would benefit from a decentralized
model like ours.

Several proposals adapt grid schedulers to use aggregated in-
formation describing each domain. Rodero et al. [26] use this
information to rank brokers of each domain by suitability. They
define a distributed meta-broker architecture that distributes the
aggregated information to every domain, so that the best bro-
ker for a job can be selected. Kokkinos and Varvarigos [27] use
aggregation to reduce the amount of information exchanged be-
tween domains, limit the exposure of sensitive information and
improve interoperability. They focus on the aggregation accu-
racy for different kinds of attributes and clustering operators.
Unfortunately, the architecture is only a two-level hierarchy,
with a centralized meta-scheduler at the top level, that decides
which domain a task is allocated to. Brunner et al. [28] pro-
pose the use of a conceptual clustering algorithm to summarize
resource capabilities in different grid domains. They focus on
finding suitable execution nodes in near locations to reduce data

transmission times. There is no centralized scheduler, but all
domains must know each other to maximize the matchmaking
performance. Rahman et al. [11] map a d-dimensional logical
index to a distributed hash table (DHT). Execution nodes are
published in the index, using capabilities as coordinates, and
they are found with point and range queries.

Many decentralized solutions have been proposed to date,
some of them also using aggregated information. In the field
of the resource discovery with aggregated information, Cai and
Hwang [29] build distributed aggregation trees on a Chord-like
DHT[30], that aggregate node information for Grid resource
monitoring. SWORD [31] allows complex queries to search for
computational resources. Authors propose a decentralized im-
plementation based on partitioning the availability information
space into ranges and map them to a DHT. Each node is respon-
sible for the availability information of the set of resources in
the same range. However, partitioning must be done carefully
to reach good load-balancing. Cohesion [32] is a decentralized,
tree-based information aggregation system on an unstructured
peer-to-peer grid platform. They define two ways of building a
tree from a set of nodes, one focused on efficiency and another
focused on scalability. NodeWiz [9] implements a Grid infor-
mation service specialized on range queries. It uses a binary
balanced tree to partition an attribute space and is able to look
for nodes that match certain criteria, but it is limited to scalar
attributes. Cardosa and Chandra [33] present an hierarchical
aggregation method that clusterizes resource capacity distribu-
tion functions into so called “resource bundles”. These bundles
provide statistical information about resource properties, with a
level of confidence. This implies that there is a certain proba-
bility of discovering nodes that may not fulfill the requirements
of the requested application.

Other works also try to decentralize the scheduling compo-
nent, but we have seen no other work that combines scalabil-
ity, fault tolerance and flexibility as we do. Diet [34, 35] uses a
static, ad-hoc hierarchy to route requests to execution nodes, but
no aggregated information is used for forwarding. Instead, the
root node sends each request to all the execution nodes, and they
respond whether they can execute it. Intermediate nodes use
stateful queues to control the flow of requests. This architec-
ture is difficult to scale to millions of nodes, as we do. It is not
very resilient, either, but they maintain links to some ancestors
other than the father to manage failures. WaveGrid [10] uses a
CAN [36] overlay to organize nodes by timezone. It allocates
work to idle nodes where the timezone is currently in the night.
Resources are discovered by randomly selecting some initial
nodes and then using an expanding ring search. While it scales
fairly well, the information used for scheduling is too limited
and random to allow more complex policies. Kim et al. [8] also
use CAN to organize nodes by their resource availability and
aggregate queue length information. They justify this overlay
by its superior scalability and fault-tolerance properties over a
tree overlay, but its non-hierarchical structure is less suited for
the aggregation of data. Their solution is, at each cell of the
CAN overlay, to aggregate the information coming only from
the same row in each dimension, which discards most informa-
tion to make scheduling decisions. Kwan and Muppala [37] use
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Figure 1: Model components.

a super-peer network to schedule bag-of-tasks applications in
volunteer desktop grids. A gossip protocol scatters aggregated
information about computing power and location of resources
between super-peers. The scheduling policy consists in just as-
signing tasks to the fastest idle node in the selected super-peer.
Unstructured networks are more resilient to failures, as long as
super-peers have a very low failure rate.

All these works highlight that aggregating resource informa-
tion in a tree is a popular approach to decentralize the resource
discovery process. It scales well by reducing the amount of
information that needs to be managed. A similar approach is
often found in sensor networks [38, 39], where less transmit-
ted information between nodes leads to less consumed energy.
Several general-purpose aggregation and indexing frameworks
also use hierarchical aggregation. Astrolabe [40] uses a gossip
protocol inside a user-defined hierarchy, with arbitrary aggre-
gation functions. In [41, 42], the authors describe a generic
aggregation protocol for network management purposes. It cre-
ates a tree structure on top of a network overlay, and aggre-
gates network state variables - bandwidth, delay, number of
nodes - using operators like sum, average and min/max. Mor-
tar [43] focuses on data stream management. For each query,
it builds several static tree overlays to provide resilience and
faster aggregation. It is also very common to build a virtual tree
on top of a more resilient structure, like a DHT. SDIMS [44]
improves the tree performance by treating read-dominated and
write-dominated parameters separately, P-Grid [45] focus on
load-balancing even with non-uniform key distributions, and
VBI-Tree [46] uses multi-dimensional indexing on a balanced
tree that allows queries to be performed with cost O(log2 N).
These works inspired our aggregation scheme, but there are im-
portant differences. We are interested in the individual state of
each execution node. For this reason, the aggregation is not
actually performed until enough samples are collected. Then,
a clustering algorithm selects which samples should be aggre-
gated together. This scheme prioritizes the accuracy of the ag-
gregation in the lowest levels, where the forwarding algorithm
needs to be more precise.

3. Model Overview

Figure 1 presents the components of our scheduling model,
which need to be complemented with other existing solutions to
obtain a fully fledged computing platform. An overlay supports
the platform nodes, that play up to three roles. Execution nodes

Table 1: Notation in text and algorithms.

Notation Description

Ai Application.
PRi Application Ai properties.
ni Number of tasks in Ai.
ai Length of a task in Ai.
mi Required memory to execute a task of Ai.
di Required disk to execute a task of Ai.
qi Desired makespan for Ai.
δi Deadline of Ai.
Pu Physical node.

Ru/Eu/S u Routing/Execution/Submission node role.
Mu Memory available at node Pu, in megabytes.
Du Disk available at node Pu, in megabytes.
su Computing power of node Pu, in MFLOPS.
Qu Queue end time of node Pu.
AFu Availability function of node Pu.
lu(δ) Number of FLOPs available before δ at Pu.
f , g, h Sampled functions.
x, y, z Availability summaries.

S Fmax Maximum summary size.

req Application scheduling request.
req.srcAddr Request source address.

req.PR Application properties of a request.
req.n Number of tasks in a request.

Ru. f atherAddr Address of a routing node father.
Ru.le f tAddr Address of a routing node left child.
Ru.rightAddr Address of a routing node right child.
Ru.le f tIn f o Availability information of the left child.
Ru.rightIn f o Availability information of the right child.

manage the local scheduling (task execution), while submission
and routing nodes manage the global scheduling (task routing).
We detail them in this section.

3.1. Notation
In order to facilitate the reading of this and the following

sections, Table 1 contains a brief reference of the notation used
throughout the article. It also presents the dot notation used in
algorithms to refer to the fields of compound values. Neverthe-
less, notation is further detailed as it is used in the paper.

3.2. Scheduling Model
The distributed scheduling model that we propose in this

paper presents a common architecture for different scheduling
policies. A policy defines the type of applications that can be
scheduled, the information that describes the availability of ex-
ecution nodes and the algorithms that decide how applications
are allocated to execution nodes. In this paper we focus on poli-
cies for bag-of-tasks applications. Such an application Ai con-
sists of a set of ni independent, identical tasks. Additionally,
depending on the policy being used, an application may have
other parameters that describe the properties of its tasks and the
requirements to execute them. Common parameters, that can be
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Figure 2: Interaction among the different node roles.

found in this paper, are the length of the tasks ai, measured in
millions of FLOPs, and their required memory and disk space,
mi and di, measured in megabytes. Let PRi = (ni, ai,mi, di, . . .)
be the tuple of parameters that describes application Ai. Then,
a user submits an applications to the system as an application
scheduling request containing PRi. This kind of configuration
is very common in distributed scheduling platforms due to its
high degree of parallelism. However, by defining a suitable
scheduling policy, other kinds of application could be accepted
by the system. For instance, another commonly found kind of
application is a workflow of tasks.

The scheduling model is divided into a local and global part.
The local model describes the local scheduler and its policy.
There is a local scheduler at each execution node, to control
the execution of tasks of different applications in its task queue.
The local policy decides whether new tasks can be accepted into
the queue and their order of execution. Common examples of
such a policy are FCFS or EDF.

The global model describes the availability information, the
aggregation scheme and the forwarding algorithm. They are
deeply discussed in Sections 4 and 5. Each local scheduler pe-
riodically calculates the availability of its node to execute differ-
ent types of applications, and exports this information. The ag-
gregation scheme distributes the availability information among
all the nodes of the system, aggregating information from differ-
ent zones of the network in a hierarchical fashion. In this way,
its level of detail decreases as it covers a wider set of nodes.
The availability information is then used by the forwarding al-
gorithm to route application scheduling requests towards the
most suitable execution nodes. The global scheduling policy
determines the implementation of these three elements.

Naturally, the global and local policies must match. For in-
stance, a global policy which tries to fulfill application dead-
lines will be used along with an EDF local policy. Thus,
throughout the paper we refer to both of them as just the
scheduling policy, without distinction. Three example policies
are presented in Section 6.

3.3. Node Model

Physical nodes are organized in a logical overlay that sup-
ports the distributed algorithms of our scheduling model, as

shown in Figure 2. In this overlay, a node Pu may play up to
three roles:

• The execution node Eu, which provides a local scheduler
and an execution environment for the safe execution of re-
mote tasks.

• The submission node S u, which is responsible for the sub-
mission and monitoring of applications on behalf of the
user.

• The routing node Ru, which is part of the global schedul-
ing service. It distributes the availability information and
forwards application requests.

Usually, all nodes play the three roles in order to balance the
load among them, but other configurations may also be inter-
esting, e.g. some nodes not playing the submission node role
in a dedicated cluster. The roles played by the same physical
node are placed independently within the overlay. This pro-
vides great flexibility by allowing the relocation of any of the
roles of a node without affecting the other ones.

The execution environment at each execution node Eu iso-
lates tasks from the rest of the system mainly for security rea-
sons, but also to allow the node owner to arbitrarily limit the
type and amount of resources that remote tasks may use, such
as:

• The computational power su, measured in MFLOPS.

• The available memory reserved for the execution of re-
mote tasks Mu, measured in megabytes.

• The available disk Du, measured in megabytes too.

In order to be able to execute every remote task under the
same conditions, we assume that the environment disallows
preemption. This feature is commonly found in existing dis-
tributed computing platforms, since it prevents preempted tasks
from consuming memory and disk space to store their paused
state. Thus, the currently running task either finishes or it is
aborted.

3.4. Overlay Structure

Our scheduling model assumes the existence of an underly-
ing network overlay with a balanced binary tree organization.
In fact, it assumes a design similar to VBI-Tree [46], where
physical nodes play at the same time the role of routing node at
the branches, and data node at the leaves. In our case, physical
nodes play the routing node role at the branches and the execu-
tion and submission node roles at the leaves. In this way every
physical node may play all three roles, as explained before, pos-
sibly in different branches of the tree. It is not the purpose of
this paper to describe the implementation of such an overlay, so
its behavior is simulated in the experiments of Section 7.

The tree being balanced, the management, search and dis-
tribution of data operations are performed with cost O(log2 N).
This provides very good scalability properties to the system.
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Also, from our experience in [47], a binary tree has a bet-
ter tradeoff between computational cost and tree height than
higher-degree trees. The cost of many core algorithms executed
at each node linearly grows with the number of children: main-
tain tree links, aggregate children information, route tasks to
child nodes, ... Likewise, the network traffic is increased. On
the contrary, the impact of decreasing tree height is less notice-
able, and it only affects network delays.

Nodes are ordered in the tree, grouping nearby execution
nodes under the same branch. By doing so, certain locality in-
formation is provided to the forwarding algorithm in order to
look first for execution nodes nearer to the submission node.
This can be accomplished with topology-aware overlay con-
struction, like in [48]. However, it does not meaningfully con-
tribute to the evaluation, through simulation, of our model, so
we use the simpler method of sorting nodes by network address
in our tests. In order to bootstrap the overlay, we propose us-
ing the approach of CAN, where a set of well-known nodes are
used as a persistent entry point.

3.5. Fault Tolerance
The management of faults in our model takes a best-effort

approach. It tries its best to allocate and finish applications,
but failures are admissible and should be expected by users. A
failed node can make requests reach no execution node, lose
the availability information of its branch and abort the tasks it
was executing. Thus, every level of the model must consider
resilience to faults.

First, the network overlay must be fault-tolerant in order to
provide a reliable structure. Several peer-to-peer overlays al-
ready exist which construct a tree structure with good scalabil-
ity and fault-tolerance properties [9, 46, 45]. They prevent the
top levels of the tree from turning into a bottleneck and a sin-
gle point of failure. So, we assume that the overlay is able to
recover from node failures.

As for our model, the availability information is distributed
and aggregated in a reactive way, so any missing information is
quickly recovered by the neighbor nodes in case of failure. Sub-
mission nodes cope with failures by setting timeouts to detect
lost requests and aborted tasks, and a new request is sent with
the failed tasks. Submission nodes also deal with their own fail-
ures by saving the state of submitted applications to a database.
All the information about ongoing applications is reloaded on
restart. This general strategy can be easily extended to other
well-known mechanisms, like checkpointing or replication.

4. Availability Information

The availability information is the glue between the local
schedulers and the forwarding algorithm. Local schedulers de-
scribe their availability to accept new tasks, and routing nodes
aggregate this information to approximate the availability of the
set of execution nodes in their branch. In this section we give
a generic pattern for the availability information representation
and its aggregation scheme. Each policy must specialize it with
the node parameters and application requirements that it con-
siders relevant.

4.1. Describing Availability
The primitive that describes the availability of an execution

node to accept tasks of a certain application is the availability
function, defined as follows:

Definition 1. The availability function AFu(PRi) describes the
availability of execution node Eu at the current time, as the
number of tasks of application Ai, with its parameters PRi, that
Eu is able to execute.

The actual implementation of AFu depends on the schedul-
ing policy being used. It will take into account the parameters
of application Ai and the corresponding node resources. We il-
lustrate it with an example policy that allocates tasks to nodes
with enough memory and disk space. The availability function
for Eu would be AFu(mi, di). For any pair of values (mi, di) such
that mi ≤ Mu and di ≤ Du, the function would return a value
of 1, and 0 otherwise. As the definition states, it is also usual
to include the current time if any aspect of the node availability
depends on it, like queue state.

Execution nodes send their availability function to the rout-
ing nodes, providing their state to the forwarding algorithm so
that it can decide how to distribute the tasks of each application
among them. For this purpose, the availability function is first
discretized into a sampled function.

Definition 2. A sampled function fu for node Eu is a set of
samples of the availability of node Eu resources, that is used to
compute its availability function.

These samples, together with the parameters of a newly sub-
mitted application, are used to approximate the value of the
availability function by interpolation. This representation is
very flexible since its size is O(kl), where k is the number of
samples in fu and l is the number of resources of Eu. By in-
creasing k and l, the approximation will be more accurate, but
the sampled function will also be larger, so a tradeoff must be
found. On one hand, the information reported to the routing
nodes is used by the forwarding algorithm to look for a certain
scheduling objective, so improving its accuracy directly affects
the scheduling performance. On the other hand, the data sent
between nodes must be compact in order to save network and
computational resources. This tradeoff looks for a good perfor-
mance and scalability balance.

The method to determine which samples are useful, and how
the approximation of the availability function is actually done
– e.g. linear interpolation –, heavily depends on the nature of
the function and its parameters. In our example policy only
a single sample (Mu,Du) is needed. The availability function
can be computed comparing the application parameters mi and
di with the ones in the sample. Each policy must then define
its own representation of the availability, using the concepts of
availability function and sampled function. In Section 6 more
elaborate functions are analyzed.

4.2. Availability Aggregation Scheme
The sampled functions of execution nodes are propagated to

the routing nodes in availability summaries, which are just sets
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of sampled functions. At the lower levels, the two summaries
coming from the children of a routing node produce a new sum-
mary as their union. With the summary of its branch, a routing
node has all the information needed to allocate tasks to execu-
tion nodes. However, an availability summary size grows expo-
nentially as it climbs up the tree, so this solution does not scale
over a few tree levels. To limit the amount of information dis-
tributed through the network, and to the top levels in particular,
we use a tree-based aggregation scheme [49] When the size of
a summary is over a certain maximum S Fmax, a sum aggrega-
tion operator is applied on its sampled functions to reduce their
number. From the definition of availability function, it is easy
to see that the number of tasks that could be executed by a set
of nodes is calculated as the sum of their availability functions.
So we define the sum of sampled functions as:

Definition 3. The sum of sampled functions f1 to fn, that are
used to compute functions AF1 to AFn respectively, is the sam-
pled function that is used to compute

∑n
i=1 AFi.

In this way, we extend the definition of sampled function f to
cover the availability of a set of nodes, so that it also includes
an attribute f .v that expresses the number of nodes it covers.
The sum operator replaces a set of sampled functions in a sum-
mary with a single one that represents all of them, and so the
size of the summary is reduced. In our example policy, a pos-
sible sum operator would take sampled functions (M1,D1, v1)
and (M2,D2, v2) and return (min(M1,M2),min(D1,D2), v1+v2).
Calculating the minimum of the available memory and disk
space, the resulting sampled functions is able to tell whether
a task could be accepted by any of the nodes it represents.

However, a single sampled function for a set of nodes must be
less accurate than their respective set of functions, so the sum
of f1 to fn implies a loss of accuracy. In the previous exam-
ple, some of the represented nodes could have more available
memory or disk space than the sum expresses. Usually, more
accuracy is lost as the availability of the nodes represented by
every function fi differs from the other ones.

Definition 4. The distance between two sampled functions is a
measure of the accuracy lost when they are summed up.

The distance of the sampled function of the example policy,
that only includes a single sample, could be calculated as:

dist = |M1 − M2|∆m + |D1 − D2|∆d.

The factors ∆m and ∆d are the difference between the max-
imum and minimum values of each node parameter in a sum-
mary. Normalizing values in this way provides good results
when comparing sampled functions within the same summary.

In order to aggregate the sampled functions with the lowest
distance, we use an agglomerative hierarchical clustering al-
gorithm [50]. This algorithm iteratively replaces the two sam-
pled functions of lowest distance in a summary with their sum,
until the number of sampled functions reaches the maximum
again. In this way, the clustering algorithm groups together
sampled functions describing nodes with similar available re-
sources. Such an algorithm has been selected because, while

Require: x and y are summaries.
Ensure: z is the result of the aggregation of x and y.

1: function aggregate(x, y)
2: z← x

⋃
y

3: while |z| > S Fmax do
4: Let f , g ∈ z | dist( f , g) ≤ dist(i, j) ∀i, j ∈ z
5: z← (z \ { f , g})

⋃
{sum( f , g)}

6: end while
7: return z
8: end function

Figure 3: Algorithm of the aggregation of two availability summaries.

being suboptimal, it provides a good tradeoff between cost and
accuracy.

Note that, unlike other tree-based aggregation schemes, that
look for a single value that summarizes the global state, we
look for the individual states of the execution nodes. By de-
laying the aggregation until the availability summary reaches a
certain size, and then applying a clustering algorithm, we can
control how accurately the resulting information approximates
the actual availability of the execution nodes.

The algorithm of the aggregation of two summaries x and y
can be seen in Figure 3. There, the sum of two sampled func-
tions f and g is expressed as sum( f , g), and their distance is
expressed as dist( f , g). These operations depend on the actual
implementation of the sampled function, and thus they are dif-
ferent for each policy. Some examples are also given in Sec-
tion 6.

4.3. Distribution of Availability Information

Execution node availability changes frequently, at least every
time a task starts or finishes. It may even be in constant change,
since time may be an important factor of the execution node
state. For that reason, the availability information must be kept
up to date at the routing nodes. This involves deciding how and
when to propagate the updated information. An execution node
sends a summary to its father routing node whenever its avail-
ability changes. The routing node aggregates the summaries
coming from their children. If the resulting summary is differ-
ent from the previous one, it is sent to the next level of the tree,
and the process is repeated until the root is reached. However, if
many execution nodes change at the same time, a cascading ef-
fect will flood the upper levels with update messages, rendering
the system unusable.

We propose two solutions to prevent that situation. The first
one is implemented through a limitation of the bandwidth used
by update messages. Changes arriving from children nodes
are delayed and grouped into one update message, so that the
link bandwidth used does not exceed a certain maximum. This
bandwidth limit, along with the size of the availability sum-
mary, is a tradeoff between the traffic supported by nodes and
the time needed by a change in the leaves to reach the root of the
tree. The lower the bandwidth limit, the higher the period be-
tween two update messages are sent, and thus the update time
is increased. The second contention mechanism is implicit to
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Figure 4: Path followed by a request that is forwarded towards the
execution nodes where it is allocated.

the clustering algorithm. A little change on a pair of sampled
functions may not alter their sum. So, a change that is being
updated up the tree may stop at a level where it does vary little
enough with respect to the previous information.

5. Task Routing

Task routing is the process of forwarding the tasks in an ap-
plication scheduling request towards the most suitable nodes,
given its parameters. Figure 4 illustrates this process with an
example. A request with K tasks is submitted by a submission
node from a leaf of the tree. At each routing node, the forward-
ing algorithm separates the ni tasks that can be allocated to its
branch, and the rest is sent up. The process continues until all
tasks are allocated or all nodes are reached. Its main advantage
is that it scans independent branches concurrently, so its cost
depends on the number of network jumps of the longest path.
In a balanced binary tree, this cost is O(log2 min(ni,N)) jumps,
where ni is the number of tasks to allocate and N is the size of
the network. This cost scales very well with both parameters.

5.1. Forwarding Algorithm

The forwarding algorithm executed by a routing node resem-
bles the forwarding of packets in a network router. A network
router uses the forwarding table to decide in which direction to
send a packet. Our forwarding algorithm uses the availability
information to decide in which direction a request may reach
the best execution node for each of its tasks. Then it groups
tasks into three new requests, with those going through the left
child, right child or father node, and sends them. The algo-
rithm needs to hold no record of the forwarded requests, which
improves its scalability and fault tolerance.

Each policy must specialize the forwarding algorithm, as
it specializes the availability information. It uses a policy-
dependent objective function to sort sampled functions by the
suitability of allocating a task to one of their nodes. Then it
takes the sampled functions it needs to allocate the tasks in the
request. If all the tasks can be allocated the request stops climb-
ing the tree. Otherwise, the rest is sent upwards.

6. Example Scheduling Policies

Our proposed scheduling model offers great flexibility by al-
lowing the implementation of several scheduling policies. To
illustrate this, we discuss here three example policies that could
be found in real situations.

6.1. IBP: A Simple Idle/Busy Policy
We firstly introduced the IBP policy in [47]. It allocates bag-

of-tasks applications to idle execution nodes, which may ac-
cept one task at most in their queues. So, their state is either
“idle” or “busy”. This configuration may be suited in scenarios
where very little information is obtained from execution nodes.
For example, in projects of volunteer computing it is very diffi-
cult or even impossible to estimate the availability of execution
nodes with any useful precision.

6.1.1. Availability and sampled functions
This simple distinction between idle and busy nodes can be

extended to also take into account memory and disk restrictions,
making the policy more operational. This is the example pol-
icy we introduced to explain Section 4. A task of application
Ai which needs mi memory and di disk space for its execution
will only be accepted by an idle node with available memory
and disk higher than these values. So, the availability function
for this policy, AFu(mi, di), returns a value of 1 task if the node
is currently idle and memory and disk requirements are met;
otherwise, it returns 0. A sampled function in this policy con-
sists of a single sample (Mu,Du) and the number of nodes it
describes v. v has an initial value of 1 when created by an idle
execution node, and increases as it is summed up with other
sampled functions. A busy node just reports an empty sum-
mary.

The sum operation of two sampled functions (M1,D1, v1) and
(M2,D2, v2) returns (min(M1,M2),min(D1,D2), v1 + v2). As
explained before, this results in a conservative approximation,
providing the minimum guaranteed amount of resources for a
group of nodes. Using a more optimistic solution, like calculat-
ing the mean memory and disk value, would lead to tasks being
routed to nodes with less available resources than requested.
The distance operation measures the error committed by the
sum operation with this approximation.

6.1.2. Forwarding algorithm
With the information of the availability summaries, the for-

warding algorithm not only knows where to find nodes with
enough memory and disk to execute application tasks, but it
also has an approximation of the actual amount of resources
in each node. Using this knowledge, the algorithm described
in Section 5.1 is specialized in this policy to allocate tasks to
those nodes which available memory and disk are closest to the
required amounts. With this heuristic, nodes with more avail-
able resources are saved in order to be allocated to applications
with higher requirements that may arrive in the future.

This algorithm is shown in Figure 5. The addresses of
the left and right children are Ru.le f tAddr and Ru.rightAddr,
while their reported availability summaries are Ru.le f tIn f o and
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Require: Ru is this routing node. req is the request.
Ensure: reqLe f t, reqRight and reqFather are the resulting re-

quests to be sent to the left child, right child and father
nodes, respectively.

1: procedure Forward(req)
2: avNodes← ∅
3: if req.srcAddr , Ru.le f tAddr then
4: getSF(Ru.le f tIn f o, req.PR, avNodes)
5: end if
6: if req.srcAddr , Ru.rightAddr then
7: getSF(Ru.rightIn f o, req.PR, avNodes)
8: end if
9: sort(avNodes) . Best nodes are allocated first

10: for all s f ∈ avNodes do
11: numTasks← AF(s f , req.PR)
12: if isFromLeftChild(s f ) then
13: extract(req, numTasks, reqLe f t)
14: else
15: extract(req, numTasks, reqRight)
16: end if
17: end for
18: if req.n > 0 then
19: reqFather ← req
20: end if
21: end procedure

Figure 5: Forwarding algorithm for the IBP policy.

Ru.rightIn f o . For the request, req.srcAddr is the source ad-
dress, req.n is the number of tasks to be allocated and req.PR
provides their application parameters. First, procedure getSF
is used to fill the set avNodes with the sampled functions of
those nodes that are able to execute tasks from the request. The
origin of the request is taken into account. If the origin is a
child routing node, its information is not used to avoid sending
tasks back in that direction. The set avNodes is sorted, with
nodes with available memory and disk closest to the require-
ments first. Then, for each sampled function in the set, AF
computes the availability function to calculate how many tasks
can be sent to its represented nodes. This number of tasks is
extracted from the original request req and added to reqLe f t
or reqRight, whichever applies. If the branch does not contain
enough available nodes for all the tasks, the rest are sent up-
wards to the father node. If the root node is reached, these tasks
are simply discarded, so that they will be treated by the submis-
sion node as a failure in the search process, and subsequently re-
sent. The result of the algorithm are requests reqLe f t, reqRight
and reqFather, with the tasks to be sent to the left child, right
child and father node, respectively.

6.2. MMP: Makespan Minimization Policy

This policy is an online, decentralized version of the well-
known list scheduling algorithm [51]. Local schedulers accept
every incoming task into their task queue, and the objective is
to minimize the makespan of all the currently scheduled appli-
cations. This kind of policy is very common in high throughput

computing platforms, and its objective is accomplished by al-
locating tasks to those nodes which queue will remain shortest.
Queues are sorted in FCFS order, because we assume that there
is no specific application priority.

6.2.1. Availability and sampled functions
AFu(mi, di, ai, qi) is the availability function for this policy.

We recall that, for application Ai, mi and di are the memory
and disk requirements, and ai is the length of a task in FLOPs.
Here, the availability function provides the maximum number
of tasks of application Ai that can be added to the queue of
execution node Eu so that it finishes no later than time qi. This
function allows the forwarding algorithm to decide how many
tasks can be sent to the nodes with shortest queue in order to
increase them to a certain length. Let the queue end time of
node Eu be Qu, if the memory and disk constraints are met (i.e.
mi ≤ Mu and di ≤ Du), the availability function is calculated as

AFu(mi, di, ai, qi) =

⌊
(qi − Qu)su

ai

⌋
.

Note that Qu is equal to the current time if the queue is empty.
Also, the computing power of the node, su, is needed to calcu-
late the time a task will take to finish. Thus, in this policy, the
sampled function for a set of nodes consists again of the num-
ber of nodes in that set, v, and a single sample of the node state
(Mu,Du, su,Qu), where Mu, Du and su are the available mem-
ory, disk and computing power of the nodes, and Qu is the end
time of their current queue.

The clustering of such sampled function is similar to the one
in the previous policy, extended to four parameters. The sum of
(M1,D1, s1,Q1, v1) and (M2,D2, s2,Q2, v2) returns:

(min(M1,M2),min(D1,D2),min(s1, s2),max(Q1,Q2), v1 + v2).

In this case, it would make sense to adopt an optimistic ap-
proach with the computing power and queue end time, since
they are more flexible requirements than memory or disk space,
calculating their average. Such an approach would yield:

(min(M1,M2),min(D1,D2),
s1v1 + s2v2

v1 + v2
,

Q1v1 + Q2v2

v1 + v2
, v1 +v2).

After simulating both approaches under the same conditions,
we have concluded that this optimistic approach always pro-
duces a larger maximum makespan. So, in the experiments of
Section 7 we only use the conservative one. In both cases, the
distance operation measures the error committed by the sum.

Time is relevant in this policy, since the availability function
depends on Qu. So, the sampled function reported by each node
must be updated when its queue end time changes. If the task
queue is not empty, and tasks finish at their expected end time,
Qu does not change until a new task is pushed at the end of the
queue. If the task queue is empty, Qu is equal to the current
time, so it changes continuously. However, if it is not updated,
a routing node that finds a sampled function with Qu earlier
than current time will automatically deduce that its represented
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Require: Ru is this routing node. req is the request.
Ensure: reqLe f t, reqRight and reqFather are the resulting re-

quests to be sent to the left child, right child and father
nodes, respectively.

1: procedure Forward(req)
2: minM ← 0 ; maxM ← BIG INT
3: while minM < maxM do
4: medM ← (minM + maxM)/2
5: numTasks← AF(Ru.in f o, req.PR,medM)
6: if numTasks ≤ req.n then
7: minM ← medM
8: else
9: maxM ← medM

10: end if
11: end while
12: if ¬isRoot(Ru)

∧
req.srcAddr , Ru. f ather∧

minM > βRu.in f o.minM then
13: reqFather ← req
14: else
15: numLe f t ← AF(Ru.le f tIn f o, req.PR,minM)
16: extract(req, numLe f t, reqLe f t)
17: reqRight ← req
18: end if
19: end procedure

Figure 6: Forwarding algorithm for the MMP policy.

queues have become empty, and update it by itself. This reduces
the update frequency.

6.2.2. Forwarding algorithm
To minimize the makespan throughout the platform, routing

nodes need some information about the queue end times outside
their branch. Without it, the routing can be performed by mak-
ing all requests climb up the tree to the root node. On the other
hand, routing nodes could send availability summaries to the
children nodes, too, so that every node has information about all
the tree. As a compromise between these two extremes, routing
nodes receive only the maximum queue end time outside their
branch from their fathers. That is, routing nodes send to each
child the maximum queue end time between the values of their
father and the other child. Being a maximum, its propagation is
usually bounded to just a few branches, so the traffic generated
is negligible.

Figure 6 shows how the maximum queue end time is used
in the forwarding algorithm. It starts by finding the expected
makespan that will be obtained if all the tasks in the request are
allocated. The availability function with the information of the
whole branch returns the number of tasks that can be allocated
for a certain expected makespan. The minimum value is found
with a binary search, until the availability function returns the
same number of tasks the request contains. This new makespan
cannot be longer than β times the longest makespan in the tree,
which is the difference between the maximum queue end time
and the current time. If it is longer, or the request did not came
from the father node, the request is sent to the father to look for

a shorter makespan or until the root is reached. Otherwise, the
availability function is used with the summary of the left child
to calculate how many tasks can be sent to its branch, and the
rest are sent to the right child. The β factor is a tradeoff between
load balance and makespan minimization. The lower it is, the
shorter the makespan will be, but the requests will usually climb
more levels of the tree until they find a good set of nodes, so the
upper levels will get more loaded. In Section 7 we empirically
show that 0.5 is the best value.

6.3. DP: A Policy for Applications with Deadlines
The details of the next implemented policy can be found

in [52]. It enables the use of time restrictions on applications
in the form of deadlines. Such a policy is not as commonly
found in distributed computing platforms as a policy that min-
imizes makespan, but it is also widely covered by previous
work [53, 54, 55]. BOINC also uses a deadline based local
scheduler [56] in order to sort tasks in the execution nodes.
Furthermore, studies on usage traces of such platforms [57, 58]
suggest that the response time of the submitted applications di-
rectly affects user behavior. Thus, deadlines can also be used to
provide the time a user is willing to wait for an application to
finish.

In this policy, application tasks are allocated to those nodes
with enough available computing time, trying to finish on time
as many tasks as possible. Local schedulers sort their task
queue in EDF order [59], so that the next task to execute is the
one with the earliest deadline. New tasks are only accepted if,
after doing so, all the tasks in the queue will meet their deadline.
A well-known property of EDF scheduling is that if it cannot
ensure that all the deadlines are met, then no other scheduling
can, so the new tasks cannot be accepted.

6.3.1. Availability and sampled functions
The availability function AFu(mi, di, ai, δi) calculates the

number of tasks of application Ai, with deadline δi, that can
be executed at the current time by node Eu. Let function lu(δi)
be the number of instructions available before δi, the number
of tasks that can be executed in that interval is blu(δi)/aic. In
order to compute lu(δ), the local scheduler calculates the posi-
tion k in which a new task with deadline δ would be placed.
The first k − 1 tasks would be executed in sequence until the
time at which the new task would start. Let that time be called
ek−1. Then, the new task would have to finish before the mini-
mum between δ and the time at which task k + 1 must start so
that it does not miss its deadline. Let that time be called xk+1.
Hence, the available number of FLOPs in this time interval is
lu(δ) = (min(δ, xk+1) − ek−1)su.

Figure 7 plots an example function lu(δ). It can be seen that it
is piecewise linear. So, the sampled function of this policy con-
sists of the number of nodes v, a sample (Mu,Du) with its usual
meaning, and a set of samples { (δ j, lu(δ j)), 1 ≤ j }. This set of
samples, of arbitrary cardinality as explained in Section 4.1, is
used to interpolate lu(δ) at the routing nodes. Samples are only
needed at each interval extreme of lu, in order to know where
the slope of this function changes. In Figure 7, there would be
a sample for t1 through t5.
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Figure 7: Graphical representation of an example function lu(δ). It is a
piecewise linear function.
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Figure 8: lh is the minimum of l f and lg, with sample at t2 removed.

Again, the current time is relevant to calculate the availability
function. From the example, it can be seen that lu(δ) does not
change while a task is running, since it cannot be preempted.
Thus, the availability information must be updated only when
a task finishes. This ensures that the routing nodes have the
correct information to interpolate lu(δ) at the time a new request
arrives.

To compute the sum operation h = sum( f , g), values for Mu,
Du and v are calculated as usual too, by keeping the lowest
memory and disk availability of both functions and summing
up the number of nodes. Let l f , lg and lh be the functions ob-
tained by interpolating the set of samples of lu in each sampled
function, lh is also calculated as the minimum of l f and lg. The
result is again a piecewise linear function, whose slope changes
at the same points l f and lg do, but also at the points where
these two functions cross each other. This means that, in the
worst case, h can have up to three times more samples in its set
than f or g do, and they must be reduced again so that the size
of all sampled functions is kept consistent. Eliminating one
sample means that the linear interpolation will take place be-
tween the adjacent samples. A sample can only be eliminated if
the resulting interpolation is lower than the original one, so that
it still guarantees a minimum availability. However, it also in-
troduces an additional approximation error, so the samples that
are actually removed are those that introduce the lowest error.
The distance operation measures the combination of all these
approximation errors committed in the sum operation. An ex-
ample is shown in Figure 8, where functions f and g, with two
samples both, are summed up. Both share samples at t1 and t3,
and cross at t2. In the result, the minimum is calculated and the

sample at t2 is removed to obtain two samples again.

6.3.2. Forwarding algorithm
The forwarding algorithm of the DP policy is similar to the

one of the IBP policy, in Figure 5. However, the DP policy
sorts the set of suitable sampled functions having time into ac-
count, too. It selects first those sampled functions which nodes
have an available amount of computation before the application
deadline closer to its task length. In this way, it tries to min-
imize the clearance between tasks in each execution node, so
that its time is well used. As we said before, minimizing this
remainder increases the probabilities of allocating future appli-
cations with longer tasks.

7. Experimental Results

We have measured the scalability, fault-tolerance and perfor-
mance of our proposal through a set of tests and simulations.
We have developed specific tests to evaluate the accuracy of the
aggregation scheme, and an ad-hoc simulator1 to observe our
model under more realistic conditions. This simulator is writ-
ten in C++, focused on minimizing the memory footprint to
simulate as many nodes as possible.

7.1. Aggregation Tests
We study the accuracy of the aggregation scheme with in-

creasing system size and number of sampled functions per sum-
mary, to evaluate its scalability. We understand the accuracy of
the aggregation scheme applied to a set of nodes, as the fraction
of their availability represented in the resulting summary. Each
test generates the availability information of a set of nodes, set-
ting their properties and queue states at random with a uniform
distribution, the worst distribution of values for any clustering
algorithm. This information is aggregated recursively, imitating
the organization of the nodes in a balanced binary tree. This is
repeated for each policy and several network sizes, doubling the
number of nodes at each step to increment the tree height. Un-
der these circumstances, we have empirically determined that
the clustering algorithm behaves best when the threshold S Fmax

is a power of an integer number and the exponent is the number
of resource types. That is, S Fmax is in the form i j, where i is an
integer and j = 2 for the IBP policy, j = 3 for the DP policy
and j = 4 for the MMP policy. We have tested similar values of
S Fmax for each policy in order to compare their results.

Table 2 shows the results for a set of 1024 nodes, which
would be found at level 10 of the tree, with different S Fmax. Ta-
ble 3 presents the results for an increasing number of nodes and
an S Fmax of 225, 216 and 254, for each policy respectively. It
can be seen that the decrease of accuracy is very low compared
to the increase in the number of nodes, because the clustering
algorithm is only affected by the number of different nodes con-
figurations. Meanwhile, the increase of accuracy with S Fmax is
very noticeable. We show later how S Fmax affects the network

1The simulator code is available at http://webdiis.unizar.es/

~jcelaya/stars.
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Table 2: Clustering accuracy of a set of 1024 nodes for an increasing
S Fmax, for each policy.

IBP
S Fmax 32 = 9 82 = 64 152 = 225

Memory 59.32% 88.55% 95.54%
Disk 58.86% 89.13% 95.68%

MMP

S Fmax 24 = 16 34 = 81 44 = 256
Memory 43.92% 70.91% 84.57%

Disk 47.06% 71.36% 84.87%
Power 49.57% 70.71% 84.54%
Queue 36.50% 68.60% 84.73%

DP

S Fmax 23 = 8 43 = 64 63 = 216
Memory 51.65% 79.29% 89.37%

Disk 50.77% 78.45% 88.54%
l(δ) ∼0.6% ∼37% ∼74%

traffic and each policy performance, in order to choose an ap-
propriate value for each situation. In general, the clustering
algorithm provides a well balanced accuracy among the differ-
ent resource types, even when their values lay in very different
intervals. The exception is the number of FLOPs before dead-
line, due to its complexity. Moreover, average values are given
for this resource since its accuracy also varies with deadline.

7.2. Simulation Setup

The simulator models the behavior of a network of nodes
of configurable size, with direct communication between every
pair of nodes. To check the scalability of our model, we have
simulated networks from five thousand up to a hundred thou-
sand nodes. With the IBP policy, which complexity is lower,
we are able to simulate networks of up to a million nodes.

For every message, the simulator takes into account both the
transmission and computational times. The transmission time
of a message is calculated by modeling the end-to-end link. We
test our proposal with the end-to-end link of a typical volunteer
computing platform, with 10 Mbps bandwidth and a delay be-
tween 50 ms and 300 ms, and of a fast cluster interconnection
network, with 1 Gbps bandwidth and a delay between 0.1 ms
and 1 ms. The delay follows a Pareto distribution, as suggested
in [60]. The processing time of a message is the time needed
by the simulation machine to process it. It could be scaled to
the computing power of each node, but we decided to not do
it. In this way, we are able to compare the processing time of a
request in our model with the processing time in a single cen-
tralized machine. Only task execution time is calculated with
the computing power of the execution nodes.

Simulations consist in having a user at each node, continu-
ously submitting new jobs. For the generation of this workload,
we have implemented the site-level simulation model proposed
by Shmueli and Feitelson [57, 58]. It simulates the interaction
between users and the system to calculate the timing and param-
eters of each submitted application. It was designed analyzing
the influence of the scheduling performance on user decisions
in several production system traces. These traces contain many
years of activity of about 2000 users, with information of nearly

Table 3: Clustering accuracy for an increasing number of nodes and
S Fmax of 225, 216 and 256, for each policy respectively.

N. of nodes 512 2048 8192 32768 131072

IB
P Memory 97.4% 94.4% 93.4% 92.9% 92.8%

Disk 97.5% 94.1% 93.2% 93.0% 92.8%

M
M

P

Memory 91.7% 79.6% 76.1% 75.0% 74.4%
Disk 92.4% 80.9% 76.2% 74.9% 74.5%

Power 91.8% 80.4% 76.2% 74.9% 74.5%
Queue 91.6% 80.5% 76.3% 75.0% 74.6%

D
P

Memory 93.8% 86.7% 84.0% 83.2% 82.7%
Disk 93.2% 85.9% 83.2% 82.8% 82.6%
l(δ) ∼85% ∼65% ∼46% ∼35% ∼21%

half a million jobs. The simulator also uses them to extract
the distribution of application parameters and node properties
(power, memory and disk), so we consider it realistic enough.

However, deadline information is not generated with this
model, because it did not appear in the original traces. To
generate the deadline for an application that is going to be
submitted, we assume that the user would like to have it fin-
ished before having a break or going to sleep. The deadline
should make the user decide to continue working. From the
Shmueli and Feitelson’s model, the probability of continuing is
0.8/(0.05rt + 1), where rt is the response time of the last appli-
cation in minutes. Then, a suitable deadline distribution would
be ∆ = (0.8/U − 1)/0.05, where U is the standard uniform dis-
tribution. If the result would make an application finish while
the owner is sleeping, then its deadline is set to the wake time,
to provide weaker time restrictions. Additionally, we enforce a
maximum and minimum values, δmax and δmin, for each appli-
cation Ai. δmax = aini/su is the time it would take in the sub-
mitting user’s computer. δmin = aini/S plat is the time the user
thinks it will take in the platform. S plat is the platform speed as
perceived by the user; we calculate it from the response time of
the previously submitted applications.

A problem we faced with Shmueli and Feitelson’s model is
that the probability of a user having a break increases with the
job turnaround time. Poorer performance usually yields longer
job turnaround time. So, for certain performance metrics, like
number of successfully finished tasks, the difference between
two simulations’ results may be larger than it should just be-
cause users are breaking more often and sending less jobs in
the least performing one. For this reason, instead of applying
the site-level model to every simulation as is, we apply it just
once, generate our own trace of workload and replay it in the
simulations we want to compare together. Then, users always
submit the same amount of jobs and differences in the results
are only due to our design.

In order to provide a reference to evaluate the results of the
tests, we have implemented a centralized version of each policy.
It is a centralized online scheduler that uses the same heuristics
as its decentralized counterpart, but with full knowledge of the
system state. It is still suboptimal, but shows how incomplete
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Figure 10: Average allocation time against network size and policy, of a 1000-task request, with the slow (top charts) and fast (bottom charts)
network link, by (a) the distributed model and (b) the centralized model.
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Figure 9: Average throughput of each policy by network size.

information affects our model performance. Additionally, we
also compare each policy with the result of allocating tasks to
nodes uniformly at random. It is interesting to see how far our
model stays from this trivial solution, and how near it gets to
the results obtained by the centralized one.

7.3. Scalability Results

We first show how our model preserves its scalable properties
regardless of the policy being used through three metrics: the
throughput, the allocation time and the bandwidth usage.

Figure 9 presents the average throughput of each policy for
increasing number of nodes. Parameters other than the network
size are kept constant. The absolute values are not relevant, be-
cause no policy tries to maximize the throughput. Instead, it is
interesting to see that, in all three cases, the throughput linearly
increases with the system size, without notice of deceleration.
We are confident that our model would be able to scale to much
higher network sizes without affecting the throughput.

We define the allocation time as the time elapsed between a
request is submitted and all its tasks get accepted. It measures
the cost of the task allocation algorithm as perceived by the user.
Figure 10a and Figure 10b compare the average allocation time
of a request with a thousand tasks between the distributed and
centralized versions of all three policies, respectively. The top

Table 4: Maximum percentage of link bandwidth used, for each link
model, policy, sampling interval and S Fmax.

Slow model Fast model

S Fmax Sim. 10s 1s Sim. 10s 1s

IB
P 9 s.f. 0.07% 1.23% 12% .001% .012% .12%

64 s.f. 0.16% 1.23% 12.2% .002% .012% .12%
225 s.f. 0.21% 1.42% 12.1% .002% .014% .12%

M
M

P 16 s.f. 0.18% 1.72% 6.1% .002% .010% .05%
81 s.f. 0.44% 2.09% 11% .004% .016% .11%

256 s.f. 0.79% 2.62% 13.1% .009% .027% .15%

D
P

8 s.f. 1.60% 2.26% 3.9% .015% .023% .06%
64 s.f. 1.86% 2.80% 10.1% .018% .024% .12%

216 s.f. 1.99% 2.94% 9.5% .020% .026% .13%

charts show the results of the slow network link model, while
the bottom charts are plotted with the results of the fast one.
The distributed MMP policy version is the slowest one because
it looks for as much nodes as possible in order to avoid increas-
ing their queue, while the DP policy can use less nodes as long
as tasks meet deadlines. Meanwhile, in the centralized case, the
DP policy is the slowest, given its higher computational com-
plexity.

As predicted in Section 5, in the distributed case, the increase
of allocation time with network size is logarithmic, which sup-
ports the scalability of our model. On the other hand, in the
centralized case, the allocation time is an almost linear function
of the network size. This would bound the maximum size of
the system in practice. From these results, we emphasize that
our distributed model can be faster than the centralized one in
low delay interconnection networks, like those found in cloud
computing facilities. At the same time, it still manages to al-
locate a thousand tasks among a hundred thousand nodes with
high link delay in less than 3.5 seconds. With its logarithmic
behavior, we can extrapolate an average allocation time of less
than 5 seconds with ten million nodes.
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Figure 11: Maximum percentage of link bandwidth used by network
size, with the fast link model, a sampling interval of 1 second and the
maximum S Fmax value tested for each policy.

We measured the fraction of the link bandwidth used by our
algorithms for communication on both link models. Table 4
shows this fraction as percentages, for both network models
and with varying S Fmax for each policy. It also provides mea-
sures for different sampling intervals: the whole simulation (i.e.
the average link bandwidth usage), ten seconds and one sec-
ond. For each configuration, we only recorded the maximum
values among all the nodes with an update bandwidth limit of
100Kbps, thus giving a reference for the very worst case.

Since the availability in the IBP policy seldom changes, there
are few update messages that may affect the peak bandwidth,
which is instead dominated by the submission rate. In the other
two policies, availability changes much more frequently, so the
update bandwidth limit affects the bandwidth usage. Neverthe-
less, peaks are rare because they only stand out with short sam-
pling intervals. It is clear that the bandwidth usage with the fast
link model is negligible, and even the greatest registered peak
with the slow link model is 13.1%, which can be considered
low.

Figure 11 illustrates the evolution of the maximum percent-
age of link bandwidth for increasing number of nodes. These
tests were performed with the fast link model, a sampling inter-
val of 1 second and the maximum S Fmax value for each policy.
Besides its low values, it tends to stabilize instead of linearly
growing, which is an indicator of scalability.

7.4. Policy Performance Results

The definition of performance depends on each policy objec-
tive, so we evaluate it separately for each one. We study how
each parameter affects performance separately, except for fail-
ures, which are covered in the next section. First we analyze
the impact of the network configuration, testing each policy
for 60 hours with the maximum network size and S Fmax value,
both link models and an update bandwidth limit of 100, 1000
and 10000 bytes per second (Bps). These tests are repeated 5
times with the same trace but different random seed. We have
seen that they yield no noticeable differences but for the MMP
policy, as we explain in its own section. For the IBP and DP
policies, we stick to using the fast link model and an update
bandwidth limit of 1 KBps. Then, we simulate the distributed
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Figure 12: Finished tasks by the IBP policy, on a million nodes, for
different values of S Fmax, compared to the reference centralized and
random policies.
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Figure 13: Finished computation by the IBP policy, on a million nodes,
for different values of S Fmax, compared to the reference centralized
and random policies.

version of each policy with different values of S Fmax, and com-
pare the results with the centralized and random versions.

7.4.1. IBP Policy
We measure the performance of the IBP policy with the

amount of computation and the number of tasks successfully
finished. We test a S Fmax value of 9, 64 and 225 sampled func-
tions per summary on a million node network. Figure 12 shows
the number of tasks successfully finished when the simulation
ends. The random policy is far behind the others. However, it
looks like the distributed version finishes more tasks with less
availability information, even more than the centralized version.
We explain this surprising behavior with the distribution of the
task length in the workload. The model we use generates a lot
of short tasks and a few long ones. With better information,
long tasks have more probabilities of being allocated, but then
nodes get occupied for longer and many short tasks are not ex-
ecuted. The total amount of computation finished, in Figure 13,
behaves as expected. It shows little improvement in using 225
sampled functions over 64 or even 9, but it is still only around
20% behind the centralized version. Our conclusion is that a
low summary size is enough for this policy.

7.4.2. MMP Policy
The performance of the MMP policy is measured as the max-

imum makespan obtained at each moment. As said before, the
network configuration tests for this policy show important vari-
ations when the random seed changes, illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Performance variation of the MMP policy for different update bandwidth limit with (a) the slow link model and (b) the fast link model.
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Figure 15: Makespan by the MMP policy, on a hundred thousand
nodes, for different values of S Fmax, compared to the reference cen-
tralized and random policies.

Shaded regions represent the difference between minimum and
maximum values obtained in the tests for each configuration.
These differences narrow with a faster link and a higher update
bandwidth limit. Test with the fast link model and an update
bandwidth limit of 10 KBps show the most consistent results,
colored in light gray in Figure 14b. So, the rest of the tests are
performed with this network configuration.

Another important parameter for this policy is the β factor
of the forwarding algorithm, in Figure 6. This factor affects
how high in the tree a request goes. The higher, the better the
performance, but the higher the traffic. We have seen that for
β < 0.5, the number of requests that reach the upper levels
and the performance decrease very little. But at β = 0.5, the
number of requests drops abruptly by around 200 times. Then,
for β > 0.5, this value continues decreasing very slowly again,
while performance drops significantly. So, β = 0.5 is the best
value of this parameter.

With the network and β parameters set, we tested a S Fmax

value of 16, 81 and 256 sampled functions per summary on a
hundred thousand nodes. Figure 15 shows the evolution of the
maximum makespan throughout the simulation. The distributed
version with 81 sampled functions per summary performs like
with 256, but it makes some wrong decisions that should be
considered when selecting the S Fmax value. However, both are
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430620464 s.f.

4321049216 s.f

4245745Centralized

1078555Random
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Finished tasks

Figure 16: Finished tasks by the DP policy, on a hundred thousand
nodes, for different values of S Fmax, compared to the reference cen-
tralized and random policies.

very close to the centralized version. The distributed version
with 16 sampled functions per summary is omitted because of
its bad results. So, for this policy, a summary size of at least 81
sampled functions should be used.

7.4.3. DP Policy
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the DP policy with

the amount of computation and the number of tasks success-
fully finished, as for the IBP policy. We test a S Fmax value
of 8, 64 and 216 sampled functions per summary on a hun-
dred thousand nodes. Figure 16 presents the number of tasks
finished, and Figure 17 show the amount of finished compu-
tation. Since this policy is more complex than the others, the
distributed version with 216 sampled functions per summary is
only 5% behind the centralized version. With these values, 64
sampled functions per summary seem accurate enough and save
bandwidth.

7.5. Fault-tolerance Results

To test the fault-tolerance of our model, we also perform
simulations in which nodes fail. As explained in Section 3.5,
the consequences of a node failing are that all the tasks in its
queue are aborted and the availability information of its branch
is lost. The information about issued application requests and
tasks waiting to be finished is saved to a database. We model
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Figure 17: Finished computation by the DP policy, on a hundred thou-
sand nodes, for different values of S Fmax, compared to the reference
centralized and random policies.

failures as in [61]: every time a node leaves another one re-
places it, so that the system maintains its size. We assume that
the tree overlay is one of the works cited in Section 3.5 and that
it recovers by itself, but we do not consider its recovery over-
head. That would depend on the actual implementation used,
so we focus on the cost of recovering the components of our
model. Then, the system automatically recovers by redistribut-
ing the availability information and resubmitting aborted tasks.
We perform these failure tests with the same parameters as the
performance tests, and setting S Fmax to its maximum for each
policy.

We simulate churn and catastrophic failures. Churn is the
continuous process of node arrival and departure, very common
in desktop grids and P2P computing platforms. In managed en-
vironments, like clusters and data centers, churn is very light.
Rhea et al. [61] characterize churn by the median session time
of a node. From the observed session times in various P2P sys-
tems, they suggest median session times from 5 to 60 minutes.
We show how the finished computation by each policy degrades
with churn in Figure 18, for median session times of 60, 30, 15
and 5 minutes. Values are normalized to the finished compu-
tation by each policy without churn. These results show that
our model is still capable of maintaining its functionality with
churn instead of completely failing, and that the performance is
degraded accordingly.

Churn rises some special considerations. It can be seen that
churn reduces more the performance of the DP policy. This
is because deadlines are a heavy requirement and resubmitted
tasks cannot meet them. In general, complex policies or policies
with strong requirements should get worst results under churn.
Additionally, most long tasks cannot finish with the shortest
session times. To overcome this problem, users should also
implement checkpointing or replication into their applications.

We understand a catastrophic failure as the simultaneous fail-
ure of a large set of nodes. It is rare, but it is most significant in
managed environments; e.g. due to a power loss in a data center,
a cutting in an interconnection network or a misconfiguration
propagated to several virtual instances. We tested our model
with all three policies when a catastrophic failure occurs after
1 day of simulation, with 5%, 10%, 20% and 40% of the nodes
failing. The recovered applications obtain a longer response
time, and in the DP policy some may not meet their deadline.
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Figure 18: Normalized finished computation for simulations with
churn, with median session times of 60, 30, 15 and 5 minutes, for
the (a) IBP, (b) MMP and (c) DP policies.

As soon as the underlying tree structure recovers from the fail-
ure, our model is able to quickly recreate the lost availability
information and resubmit the aborted tasks, so the impact in
global performance is minimal.

7.6. Comparison with Other Works

Several solutions proposed to date lack strong evidence of
their scalability, fault-tolerance and versatility. Most of the
problems we found are that experiments are performed with
only some thousand nodes, no failures or unrealistic workloads.
Table 5 compares four characteristics of our experiments with
some of the work presented in Section 2: number of nodes used,
existence of a failure scenario, implemented policies and work-
load generation.

Decentralized resource discovery platforms offer the best
numbers, but they obviously implement no scheduling policy.
NodeWiz, SWORD and the work by Cardosa and Chandra
show simulations of 10,000 nodes. NodeWiz authors even test
a prototype implementation on 1,000 emulated nodes and 100
real nodes, and take failures into account. No other work shows
results of tests with failing nodes. All of them use real data
collected from platforms like PlanetLab [62]. The exception is
Cohesion, which authors only test platforms of 64 nodes with
synthetic data.
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Table 5: Comparison of several distributed scheduling projects.

Project N. nodes Failure Policies Workload

Our model 1,000,000 Yes IBP, MMP, DP Traces
NodeWiz [9] 10,000 Yes N.A. Mixed

SWORD [31] 10,000 No N.A. Mixed
Cardosa et al. [33] 10,000 No N.A. Traces

Cai et al. [29] 8,192 No N.A. Traces
WaveGrid [10] 5,000 No IBP Synthetic

Kwan et al. [37] 4,000 No IBP Poisson p.
Kim et al. [8] 1,000 No MMP Poisson p.

Kokkinos et al. [27] 1,000 No various Traces
Brunner et al. [28] 1,000 dom. No Workflows Synthetic
Rahman et al. [11] 100 No Workflows Poisson p.

Cohesion [32] 64 No N.A. Synthetic
Diet [35] 50 No IBP Synthetic

Rodero et al. [26] 18 No various Traces

The works on grid schedulers with aggregated information
present the tests with the least number of nodes. Their scala-
bility is limited because they usually only consider one broker
per grid domain, and they use a centralized scheduler (Kokki-
nos et al.) or expect every domain to know each other (Brunner
et al. and Rodero et al.). Surprisingly, Rahman et al. claim to
decentralize their scheduling by using a DHT to index domain
capabilities, but they only test it on 100 domains. On the other
hand, they test several scheduling policies, including scientific
workflows. Rodero et al. and Kokkinos et al. also use traces
from the Grid Workloads Archive [63].

We find most problems with other decentralized scheduling
platforms. They experiment with less than 10,000 nodes, no
node failures, only one policy and synthetic workloads. Wave-
Grid does not take node failures into account, but it migrates
tasks when users reclaim their nodes. Kwan et al. mention the
resilience of their unstructured network, but it is not tested. Kim
et al. compare the performance of its model with an idealistic
centralized scheduler, like we do, with a MMP-like policy. Yet,
we consider that 1,000 tested nodes are too few nowadays. Diet
authors propose an extensible architecture, with plug-in poli-
cies, but only one is tested. Although only 50 nodes are tested,
they perform tests on a full implementation, not on simulation.
All these works generate their own synthetic workloads, usu-
ally with a Poisson process. They could present more realis-
tic results with workloads coming from real system traces. In
contrast, we test up to one million nodes, millions of tasks gen-
erated from real traces, failures of varying size and frequency,
and three different policies.

7.7. Discussion

Returning to what we explained in Section 1 about the prop-
erties a distributed scheduling model should have, we can eval-
uate now if we accomplished our goals. The model should be
scalable, in the sense that it should be able to deal with a huge
number of nodes. Our scalability results show that the alloca-
tion cost and communication overhead have a logarithmic-like
behavior with the system size, while the throughput increases

linearly. This is due to the aggregation scheme and the concur-
rent allocation in different branches. These two techniques are
the key to the scalability of our model. We consider reason-
able to extrapolate these results and think that our model would
behave similarly in higher scales than tested.

The model should also be fault-tolerant, degrading its perfor-
mance but continuing its work in the case of failure. Our tests
on churn and catastrophic failures confirm that our model sup-
ports high rates of failures without loosing functionality. How-
ever, the clients should include some sort of checkpointing or
replication mechanism to avoid resending failed tasks too often.

Finally, the model should be extensible to several different
policies. By design, our generic availability information rep-
resentation, tunable aggregation scheme and task routing ap-
proach make it feasible. Furthermore, the experiments show
that three very different policies obtain very good performance
results compared to their centralized versions.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a distributed scheduling model for
large-scale platforms. We claim that it reaches scales of mil-
lions of nodes, tolerates high rates of failures and supports poli-
cies with very different objectives. A hierarchical overlay of
routing nodes aggregates availability information about execu-
tion nodes, to forward tasks towards those best matching their
requirements. Different policies can be implemented with their
own availability representation and forwarding algorithm.

Trace-driven simulation tests on a network of up to a million
nodes support these claims. The allocation cost and communi-
cation overhead show a logarithmic behavior with the system
size, while the throughput increases linearly. In link delays
of under 1 millisecond, our distributed scheduler can allocate
tasks 10 times faster than the centralized one, while with delays
of up to 300 milliseconds, it still needs less than 3.5 seconds.
The DP policy, which has the higher communication overhead,
consume less than 200 Kbps on average. When failures occur,
our model is able to degrade its performance accordingly and
recover its functionality, as churn and catastrophic failure tests
report. Meanwhile, the performance of our model, even with
policies with very different objective, is very close to a central-
ized implementation.

In the future, we plan to implement more policies that pro-
vide support for other user requirements. We are currently
working on policies for data co-allocation, workflow schedul-
ing and fairness. We are also working on a hierarchical overlay
that meets our model requirements and guarantees the recovery
of the underlying structure in case of failure.
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